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Sure-Start Cloud Deployment Guide

Sure-Start Cloud Deployment

The best-practices installation and rapid deployment available through the NetMotion Sure-Start program are also available for 
NetMotion Mobility® hosted in the cloud. A NetMotion engineer will expertly install and configure your instances to integrate with  
your existing mobile environment, and get you up and running quickly.

Rapid Deployment, Minimized Expenses 
Save time and money when it comes to deployment by leveraging the experience of a dedicated engineer, minimizing your IT 
expenses for deployment, debugging and technical training.

Customization for Your Unique Deployment 
Before installation, the engineer will conduct a technical review with your IT representatives including network architecture. He will 
also help you assess your requirements for access to hosted components, authentication and routing (including routing back into 
your network as necessary), as well as security enforcement through NetMotion Policy Management rules.

Minimal Impact on Internal Resources 
The engineer’s assistance with planning and installation will minimize the impact on your internal resources.

Engagement Details

Expert Installation and Configuration  
of Hosted NetMotion Servers

Period of Performance NetMotion will provide a NetMotion Engineer remotely for a pre-configuration 

planning discussion, and up to two eight-hour days for a full setup and configuration 

of a NetMotion Mobility system in a hosted environment (Amazon Web Services 

or Microsoft Azure). The system can include up to three servers in a hosted 

environment, including integration back into your internal network if required. 

Place of Performance NetMotion Wireless will complete the proposed services remotely.

Description of Work

Pre Configuration Discussion 
(Coordination via conference call):

The NetMotion Engineer will:

•  Review basic network architecture and requirements with your IT representative(s)  

    in order to successfully proceed with the system installation and configuration

•  Discuss access requirements to all system components and servers in the  

    hosted environment

•  Discuss networking scheme and any routing requirements, including requirements  

    for routing back into your network if required

•  Discuss authentication configuration and requirements

•  Discuss NetMotion Policy Management rules as necessary to meet project  

    security requirements

•  Discuss and verify preparation for the NetMotion Engineer to perform the  

    remote work
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Description of Work

NetMotion Engineer Remote 
Configuration (Up to two days 
remote):

The NetMotion Engineer will Install and configure a NetMotion Mobility system 

including:

• Mobility server(s) (up to two servers)

• Primary warehouse (up to one server)

• Secondary warehouse (installed onto internal NetMotion server)

• Routing and networking configuration

• Customer site access (if required)

• Client authentication configuration

• Policy Management configuration (as needed)

Deliverables

NetMotion deliverables: Provide the remote NetMotion Engineering resource for a pre-configuration planning 

discussion, up to two eight-hour configuration days, and deliver a post-configuration 

summary and session review.

Customer deliverables: Provide the NetMotion Engineer with administrative, remote access to the hosted 

system and technical resources with knowledge of the customer network and 

NetMotion requirements. Additional stakeholders in the deployment should also 

be considered and accessible during the pre-planning discussion and remote 

engagement.

Acceptance Criteria 
The service is considered accepted once the NetMotion Engineer has completed the configuration, or fullfilled the remote two eight-
hour days. Post-engagement, you have a five-day period to contact NetMotion in the event you wish to contest the implementation.

Technical and Project Assumptions 
•  The NetMotion Sure-Start Cloud Deployment does not include the cost of the NetMotion software and licensing.

•  The hosted environment (Amazon Web Services or Microsoft Azure) will be provisioned and provided by the customer.

•  This document assumes that the customer will provide any and all necessary technical resources (i.e. firewall administrator, server  
 administrator, hosted system administrator) to allow the proper access to the hosted environment and systems, as well as the  
 backend systems into the customer network if required

How to Get Started 
To get started with Sure-Start Cloud Deployment, simply contact your NetMotion Wireless representative. 
Or contact us at: 1-866-262-7626, or online at: http://www.netmotionsoftware.com/contact


